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Schelbert: Postscript

Postscript
KONRAD BASLER'S DORLIKON SAGA.
A Review in Appreciation
Leo Schelbert

THE BOOKS
I.

Thalheim an der Thur. Aus der Geschichte einer Gemeinde im Zurcher
Weinland. With Reinhard Nageli. Herausgegeben von der Gemeinde
Thalheim an derThur, 1978. Andelfingen: Buchdruckerei Frey, 1978.
«The Marthaler historan Reinhard Nageli taught history at the
Cantonal School [College] of Winterthur. For Konrad Basler he
unlocked the past of Thalheim. One could read about the many
things our ancestors experienced, he claimed. One had only to study
the documents preserved in the State Archive of Canton Zurich.»*

II.

Spurensicherung in der Zurcher Weinlandgemeinde Thalheim. Ein
personlich gefiirbter Bericht. Stafa: Th. Gut Verlag (in Kommission),
1991.
«At least the documents and traditions unique to the village were
to be saved! The unifying of land holdings buried the centuries-old
names of land parcels. The customs, too, were in danger of being
forgotten. Preserve the traces of our forebears.»

III. Dorliker Auswanderer. Schweizer Siedlungspioniere und Kulturbringer in den USA. Ein Erlebnisbericht. Stafa: Th. Gut Verlag (in
Kommission), 1993.
The Dorlikon Emigrants. Swiss Settlers and Cultural Founders in
the United States. A Personal Report. New York: Peter Lang, 1996.
«Two and a half centuries ago some two dozens of Dorlikon 's
people went across the sea. How did they fare? . . . Did they reach
'Carolinien'?-Their graves can still be found, but in Pennsylvania!»
84
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IV.

Dorlikon an der Grenze des Wachstums. Zur Kulturgeschichte einer
Zurcher Dorfschaft im 17. Jahrhundert. Stafa: Th. Gut Verlag (in
Kommission), 1998.
«Who was living where, one could find out. 'I am with all 'per Du',
the chronicler would teasingly remark. Outbreaks of the pest quickly
decimated the people, but the pressure on shrinking space increased
nevertheless. And poverty. How did they cope?»

V.

Verwandtschaften in friiheren Jahrhunderten. Studien zu Dorliker
Geschlechtern. Stafa: Ztirichsee Druckereien, 2004.
«The web of relationships was far more complex as we twins Konrad
and Ernst [Basler] could have imagined. About each of the ancestral
paths much has come to the fore. To explore them was a fascinating
task.»

VI. Dorfleben im 18. Jahrhundert. Erforscht an der Weinliinder
Gemeinde Thalheim an der Thur. Stafa: Th. Gut Verlag, 2007.
«We were curious how it could be possible that all sixty farm families
could go bankrupt between 1723 and 1727, how they experienced it
and how, if at all, they could escape the impoverishment.»
VII. Von der Alten Herrschaft zur Demokratie. Aus Dorlikon wird
Thalheim a. d. Thur. Stafa: Th. Gut Verlag, 2009.
«Volume VII deals with the loss of urban dominance over rural
regions and with the achievement of juridical and political equality
of all citizens of Canton Zurich. That powerful radical change, in
intellectual history seen as part of the Enlightenment, did not happen
without war and crisis.»**

*Comments for each title by K. Basler, given on the unnumbered last two
pages of Volume VII.
** Introductory comment in Vol. VII , p. 5.
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THE AUTHOR
Konrad Basler, the son of a farmer and a civil engineer, now retired ,
was born in Thalheim an der Thur in 1929. After his schooling and an
apprenticeship as a carpenter he studied at the Technikum in Winterthur
and at the Eidgenossische Technische Hochschule in Zurich. In 1955 he
married Ursula Zimmermann of Zurich, and three children were born to
the union. Konrad Basler then enrolled at Lehigh University in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, where he received his Ph.D. in 1959. In 1966 he joined the
Research Office Basler & Hofmann of Zurich as senior partner. From
1962 to 1966 he served as Gemeinderat, that is as village councilor, in
the executive of the commune Egg, from 1977 to 1991 he was a National
Councilor of the Swiss Federal Parliament where he was especially
concerned with matters relating to energy, finance , and environmental
issues. His urbanity, commitment to values , and his marked sense of
responsibility gained him respect and influence beyond party lines.
By avocation Dr. Basler is also a student of history, folklore and
genealogy, who has centered his research on the people of Dorlikon/
Thalheim where he spent his youth with his twin brother Ernst. Having
lost his father at an early age, he became all the more interested in
knowing about his ancestral bonds. Besides the volumes listed above that
reflect that orientation, he published other titles such as the engineering
work relating to the use of steel, titled Kommentar zur Norm SIA 161
Stahlbauten. Zurich: Schweizerische Zentralstelle flir Stahlbau, 1979;
the investigation concerning behavioral patterns of political groups,
titled Grundziige politischen Verhaltens: Betrachtungen zum Verhalten
in politischen Organisationen. Stafa: Th. Gut, 1989; and, with Ernst
Frei, the genealogical digitalized tool Die Kirchenbiicher von Dorlikon:
EDV Erfassung far den Zeitraum von 1599 bis 1844. Eine Hilfe zur
genealogischen Forschung. 2 Bde. Herrliberg: E. J. Frei, 2002, deposited
in several archives.

THE SEVEN STUDIES
The volumes under review form a progression. The first b01
Thalheim an der Thur is a kind of introductory overview of th
community's history, written in part also by the historian Reinhard Nageli.
The opening essay, Konrad Basler's chapter "Wesenszuge des Zurcher
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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Ackerbauers" (Basic Traits of the Zurich Field-Farmer), sets the tone not
only for this book but also for the others to follow. The author approaches
his data throughout with a respectful and intimate understanding of rural
folk , of their virtues and foibles, and without idealizing or suppressing
the dark side. Other chapters in this first book discuss topics such as
church , school, and population growth. Noteworthy is the account of
the "Jahreslauf' (Yearly Cycle) that features themes such as "Sunday,"
"Easter," "Market," and "The Boys' Association," all told from first-hand
experience and an intimate knowledge of the villagers' world.
The second work , titled Spurensicherung (Certifying the
Traces), describes Dorlikon's complex web of fields, meadows, and
pastures by means of plans and maps that derived from documents of
purchase , sale, inheritance, and mortgaging. The region practiced the
"Dreizelgenwirtschaft," the three-field system, which in tum reserved
one third of the land for winter and another for spring planting while
a third part was left fallow. The pattern of plots reflecting centuries of
transactions was not contiguous but a patchwork, and a farmer might own
up to hundred parcels in different locations , the average being forty.
The study Spurensicherung was followed by the book Dorliker
Auswanderer, in English The Dorlikon Emigrants, republished as this
special issue of the SAHS Review in an expanded form with the assistance
of Max Hilfiker. Readers learn not only of the emigrants' story, but also of
Konrad and Ursula Basler's journey of tireless search and joyful discovery
in Pennsylvania. Dr. Basler offers a moving "Eulogy not Given" (Eine
nicht gehaltene Abdankungsrede) as an epilogue to the book that honors
his mother Martha Basler, born Epprecht, who died January 21, 1989.
Volume IV, Dorlikon an der Grenze des Wachstums (Dorlikon at the
Limit of Growth), offers a cultural history of the community from 1667
and is divided into "The Story" and "Explanations and Commentary." The
external events from 1667 to 1698 are first traced on the basis of primary
sources, then explained with an eye on the present, while the commentary
raises the fundamental question-in light of Dorlikon's experience-of
seemingly insatiable human needs as pitted against mercilessly finite
resources. The image drawn intimates that then as now people struggled
to make it in life despite at times overwhelming odds, and that human
frailty and occasional criminal acts marked events then as they do today.
Volume V, subtitled Studien zu Dorliker Geschlechtern (Studies of
Dorliker Families), contains in two parts descriptions of individuals and
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/11
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their genealogical ties reaching 10 generations back. The relationships
between the Baslers, Epprechts, Frei, Forsters, Guts, Miillers, Schleuss,
and Weidmanns are carefully drawn based on parish books and civil
registers. An Appendix gives 12 genealogical tables and 9 impressive
pictorial reproductions.
Volume VI, Village Life in the 18th Century is in large part a detailed
account of the dark side of village life. The author is aware, however, that the
sources-not unlike the so-called news of today-report the unusual, that is,
stories of mishaps, fights, and crimes. He rightfully stresses that, although
largely unreported, also "joyful days belong to the picture of rural life of all
times." Occasional fights, for instance, are reported to have occurred in the
bowling alley, "but we may add," the author stresses, "that on 50 weekends
one has talked, laughed and drunk" in perfect amity (31). As to the massive
bankruptcy of most villagers of Dorlikon between 1723 and 1727 he observes
that the urban elites demanded their payments regardless of the vagaries of
harvests, and that they gained their wealth in part on the backs of the peasantry.
The second section of the book complements the descriptive chapters with a
wealth of carefully transcribed primary documents that graphically chronicle
human foibles, cruelty, and oppression.
Volume VII, the final study titled Von der alten Herrschaft zur
Demokratie (From the Old Regime to Democracy), explores the various
phases of a seesaw transition that finally broke the control of urban
elites and established equity between town and country. The years
1798 and 1848 were turbulent times for all of Switzerland, until after
a brief civil war the former league of states was transformed into a
confederation of semi-independent cantons, headed by a central
legislative and executive authority. Since then the country has been
spared the horrors of war. The first part of the book centers on events
involving economic and social issues in Dorlikon, among them also
the renaming of the village accomplished in 1878. It chose the new
name Thalheim an der Thur because the name Dorlikon was too close
to the German word Tor, meaning blockhead. If somebody did or said
something silly one might say: "Bisch du dann vo Torlicke?" (Is it that
you come from Torlikon ?) When walking the streets of Zurich even the
famous educator Heinrich Pestalozzi is supposed to have been hackled
as "Heiri Wunderli vo Torlicke." To escape such widespread mockery,
the cantonal government allowed the village to rename itself. The second
part of the book features historical and genealogical aspects relating to
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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amilies such as Friedrich, Miiller, Frei, Huber, and the "Grundstein"
,asler,- "Grundstein" (keystone) being the name of the house in which
he author grew up.

INTERPRETATIVE STANCE
Several unique features make Konrad Basler's studies rewarding.
First, they present a wealth of primary materials that allow the reader to
hear the voice of the past in full authenticity. Second, the author unites the
present with the past when, for instance, he describes the journey across the
ocean as experienced in previous centuries and in his own day. He creates
a sense of empathy and understanding, a sense of sister- and brotherhood
with those gone before that transcends the boundaries of time. Third, Dr.
Basler lets readers participate in the process of research and discovery,
especially in The Dorlikon Emigrants. He describes, for example, that
unforgettable moment when almost by accident documentary evidence
surfaced that Rudolph Epprecht and Anna, born Geliggis, who had left
Dorlikon with their six children in 1743 for "Carolinien," had indeed
arrived in Philadelphia on the small ship Mary in November of that year.
After 250 years without news about them, Konrad Basler could not only
document their journey across the ocean, even details about the boat
they had taken, but later also their settling in Germantown and the place
and date of their burial, as an entry in the parish book testifies (Vol. IV,
p.137): "1765 den 3 Jenner ist der alte Schweitzer Rudy und sein Weib
beyeinander in ein Grab begraben worden" (1765 on January 3 the old
Swiss Rudy and his wife have been buried together in one grave.) To be
together also in death - they did die the same day- had been their fervent
wish in life.
A fourth characteristic of Konrad Basler's works is a genuine
understanding of village people and their patterns of life. Although a
successful academic, entrepreneur, politician, and writer, he reconstructs
the past of Dorlikon with empathetic respect. He rejects the claim that
"monotonous field work and isolated village life made peasant folk
dull and mentally limited." Their life was multi-faceted, he finds, and
as demanding as that of city folk. The flow of seasonal tasks required
skilled attention, and alternating times of plenty and want demanded
much foresight. Haying, for instance, was not a simple task. In Volume I
(p . 12) the author lists nine processes that could take up to four days until
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss3/11
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the fodder had been properly stored for the cattle's winterfeed. Rural folk
had to cope with bad weather leading to bad harvests and, besides trying
to secure sustenance, had to struggle to eke out the numerous tithes, fees ,
and taxes imposed by an absent urban elite. Country folk , furthermore ,
were tradition-bound , and honorable standing within the community was
for them an important, at times even obsessive concern. The author is
also aware of the peasant's sense of humor: When asked about church ,
he observes, a farmer declared: "Ich ha am letschte Sunntig welle go"
and , after a pause,- "es langet wider fiir die nachschte vierza Tag" (I had
wanted to go last Sunday-that should do it for the next two weeks).
A fifth issue that concerns Konrad Basler is the problem of growing
consumption based on non-renewable energy as opposed to the radical
limit of the planet's resources. His study of Dorlikon became a parable:
"The sustaining strength of Dorlikon 's earth is also a story about the
sustaining strength of the Earth." He sees the uniqueness of today's
generation in comparison to those that have come before and those that
are coming after in this: Since the Industrial Revolution "the limit of
growth had been elevated to such an extent that we neither see nor feel
the incompatibility between growth and finite natural resources. Such
limits, however, will again be faced by our descendants because unlimited
growth is incompatible with limited space, with ' Spaceship Earth ' ."
Konrad Basler's "Commentary" in Volume IV (pp. 204-211) offers not
only a sophisticated theoretical model of the limits of growth, but also
states that energy is nature 's key gift and that humankind's grab of fossil
energy (coal , oil , and gas) should not be greater than its natural renewal.
To harmonize growth with the given resources, that was the challenge
faced by the people of Dorlikon - and on a grand scale will be that of
the Earth's coming generations. It is in this way that Konrad Basler gives
general meaning to his studies that explore the story of a single place in
depth and with expert understanding.
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